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“…every work of art needs a spine - an 
underlying theme, a motive for coming into 
existence.” This spine does not have to be 
obvious to the audience but informs an artist 
throughout his or her process and creates a 
foundation to work from. When strong, the 
spine encourages a body of work and its 
artist successfully into motion.
     Participating artists included in the are: 
Hannah Fillingim, Ailey Greig, sadie Ham-
mond, Madison Heltzel, Ryan James, kath-
erine Maloney, Martha McGehee, Jonathan 
Meade, Jessica Mrugala, Emily stamey, 
keita Tsutsumi, and samantha Wandel.   
     A Bachelor of Arts candidate in Painting, 
Hannah Fillingim hails from Rome, GA. 
Her mixed media works on paper focus on 
the pervasiveness of advertising and the 
relationship between commercial art, “low 
art,” and “fine art.” She has exhibited in 
multiple Guilford College exhibitions and 
events, and in art spaces in Wilmington, 
NC, Boone, NC, and Rome, GA. A Dean’s 
List student, Fillingim served as a teaching 
assistant for Drawing i and she founded and 
writes for the Guilford Art Department blog, 
Hand/Eye.
     originally from Arlington, vA, Ailey 
Greig is Bachelor of Arts candidate in 
Painting. Her large-scale oil paintings on 
canvas address the importance of relation-
ship shared between two living things and 
focus on aspects of those relationship that 
are usually invisible in a visual sense. Grieg 
has served as a teaching assistant for Draw-
ing ii and Painting ii/iii courses at Guilford 
College and she was the recipient of the Art 
Department’s James s. Laing Art scholar-
ship in 2011. Her work has been exhibited 
in galleries in Michigan, virginia, illinois, 
and North Carolina, and her goal is to even-
tually have her art presented at least once in 
all fifty states.
     Hailing from Middletown, DE, sadie 
Hammond is a Bachelor of Arts candidate 
with a focus in Painting. Her expressionist 
oil paintings depict portraits of people and 

places. Utilizing dramatic placement of 
color and light and shifting planes of space, 
Hammond creates a collage of personal im-
ages. Her work has been twice shown in the 
Art Department’s annual juried student ex-
hibition. she has found a passion for teach-
ing others in her experiences as a Teaching 
Assistant for Life Drawing and Painting ii/
iii classes. Hammond assisted in planning 
the Art Department’s annual Draw-a-thon 
event in 2011.
     Madison Heltzel, from Lexington, kY, 
is a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts in Art 
and Religious studies. in her artwork, she 
explores the cycles and processes of the 
natural world through interaction with ma-
terials from the Earth. Heltzel observes and 
mimics the structures, textures, and fasci-
nating irregularities produced by the forces 
of Life. The large symbols she creates from 
earth pigments, beeswax, and other materi-
als represent the underlying poetry found in 
the chaos of life and death. Heltzel studies 
meditational and ritual art from various tra-
ditions, which inform her creative process 
and relationship to the Earth.
     From Decatur, GA, Ryan James is a 
candidate for a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree 
in Drawing. Using a graphic novel format, 
he uses mixed media on paper to explore the 
possibilities of an original, wordless narra-
tive. By removing text from his imagery, the 
viewer becomes an active participant in the 
story’s intricacies and outcome. His draw-
ings and prints have been shown annually in 
the College’s Juried student Art Exhibition 
(2011-2012), in which James received a 
second place award in the drawing category 
in 2011. He also received first place overall 
in the Art institute of Atlanta’s Rising Talent 
Juried scholarship Exhibition in 2009.
     A Bachelor of Arts candidate in Ceram-
ics, katherine Maloney is from shack-
lefords, vA. Her ceramic body of work 
portrays sculpted animals integrated with 
functional forms, alluding to an interaction 
of animate wildness with domestic human 

ritual. inspired by cross-cultural animal 
symbolism, Maloney’s ceramic forms 
persuade personal memory and senso-
rial curiosity. A Dean’s list student of four 
years, she is actively involved with student 
leadership and community service work as 
a Bonner scholar and Quaker Leadership 
scholar. Her artwork has been exhibited at 
the Homegrown Market in Urbanna, vA. 
and every fall in the annual Guilford Juried 
Student Art Exhibition (2009-2012), in 
2011 winning first place for ceramics and 
2-D design.
     A native of Hastings, NE, Martha 
McGehee is a candidate for a Bachelor of 
Arts in oil Painting. Her paintings depict 
surrealist dreamscapes that exist in the 
borderland between dreams and waking, 
dancing back and forth between the real and 
the perceived. McGehee is a recipient of the 
Charles A. Dana scholarship for academic 
achievement and community involvement 
and has been selected twice to present 
work in the annual Guilford College Juried 
student Art Exhibition. McGehee has also 
studied children’s book illustration and has 
written and illustrated several books, in-

cluding a collaborative project with fellow 
Nebraskan, photographer Todd Brown, on 
the poetry of William Blake.
     From santa Fe, NM, Jonathan Meade is 
a candidate for a Bachelor of Fine Arts in 
Printmaking. He is exhibiting a series of 
hand-colored etchings whose subject mat-
ter is inspired by concepts of community, 
diversity, and nature. He interned at the Mu-
seum of Modern Art (NY, NY) and at SITE 
(Santa Fe, NM), and while studying abroad 
in siena, italy, he traveled throughout Eu-
rope. He treads lightly upon boundaries in 
social settings, pushing people to engage in 
loving and cheerful interaction always.
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     From south Windsor, CT, Jessica Mru-
gula is a candidate for a Bachelor of Arts 
in Painting and sociology/Anthropology. 
she is exhibiting a series of large, abstract 
expressionist paintings, created with oil 
paint and other media. she uses her painting 
process and knowledge of color theory to 
address issues of impermanence, a theme 
inspired by her participation in a study 
abroad program to south Western China. 
invested in her community, Mrugula has 
organized the Art Department’s annual 
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